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ABSTRACT
Aithala, Karkada. M. S. Egr., Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Wright State
University, 2011, A collaborative computational framework for multidisciplinary and reliability based
Analysis and optimization using SORCER.

In a globalized and highly competitive world of product design, collaboration is a
necessity to leverage the expertise available among various engineering teams to meet
stringent product specifications and strict product delivery schedules reducing the
concept to release time, and hence maintaining a competitive edge in the market. Physical
location of teams may span organizational firewalls and different countries. Seamless
access must be provided to hundreds of design tools that are utilized by the teams to carry
out multidisciplinary analysis, optimization, and reliability studies in order to accurately
estimate product performance. Service ORiented Computational EnviRonment
(SORCER) is one of the latest inventions in the field of collaborative computational
design. SORCER is a service-oriented architecture that enables grid computing through
which resources necessary to conduct a particular computational task can be dynamically
federated over the heterogeneous network. In this work, several organizations and
institutes are teamed up to develop a next generation air vehicle concept. SORCER is
used to develop a computational framework in which preliminary computational design
tools that are necessary to conduct finite element analysis, reliability estimation, and
tradeoff studies are mapped onto a service grid from where they can be federated on the
fly during collaborative computational tasks. Developed services are demonstrated
through implementation on four structural mechanics problems.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Product design is a complex process that includes multiple disciplines from various
engineering fields. It involves identification of performance requirements, conceptual
design, detailed structural analysis, tradeoff studies, risk-based analysis, and a plan for
production. This development is carried out in several steps and feedback loops before
the final product is designed. Traditionally, a product design process involves market
research, requirement definition, product development through conceptual and detailed
design, process planning, production, and delivery as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Traditional Design Process

As product design organizations evolved, numerous functional groups were
developed in an effort to streamline their businesses, each specialized in a specific task.
As a consequence, the design processes were allotted among various teams within an
organization leading to distributed design. This lead to a situation where the resources
1

have to be coordinated among the teams, within an organization. Coordination among the
teams is of significant importance to develop a product that meets stringent performance
requirements and exceeds customer expectations. However, in a globalized business
world, the resources that strive to make this happen may not be available under one roof
and usually are distributed with different teams that in turn belong to disparate
organizations and even different geographical locations as depicted in Figure 2. This
involves inputs from external agencies including suppliers, customers, and research
organizations. Hence several organizations are specialized in a specific discipline of the
product design cycle and harnessing this specialization is important to reduce concept to
market time.

Figure 2: Collaborative Design Environment

As mentioned by Paul McMahon, "Within this demanding environment, even the largest
mega-corporations are finding they can no longer maintain inside their own corporate
2

walls all the critical skills necessary to compete in many new markets" [1]. Collaboration
among these teams either intra-organization or inter-organization is a necessity and
business organizations have started to leverage each other's expertise. This lead to a new
era of collaborative product design.
In addition, collaboration among teams is most effective at the concept development
stage. It is important to accurately evaluate pros and cons of each concept as the decisions
made at this stage have the greatest influence on product cost [2, 3]. Most of the analysis
and optimization techniques are effective at the initial stages of the design due to the
availability of larger design space and more design freedom [4]. In order to develop
robust, cost effective, and optimum conceptual designs that meet the strict product
performance criteria, it is important to study the effect of each discipline on the product
and their effect and interaction on other disciplines. Collaboration is sought to integrate
the expertise of each discipline available with geographically distributed collaborators.
Collaborating with multiple teams poses several challenges. Over the past three decades
many tools have been developed in various spheres of product development such as
Product Life Cycle Management (PLM), Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), and
Product Data Management (PDM) to name a few. Also, excellent computer-based tools
for specific fields such as Computer Aided Engineering (CAE)/Finite Element Analysis
(FEA), Computer Aided Drafting (CAD), and Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM)
have been developed.

3

Figure 3: Resources within an organization

However, invention and improvement of better tools of product development alone does
not ensure the successful design of a product. In reality this may even add more
complexity to product development process [5]. Efficient interaction among all involved
interdisciplinary engineering fields through computational tools is required to deliver
better designs at cheaper cost and at a faster pace. Each organization involved in the
process develops the expertise specific to a discipline and possesses methods and
techniques developed for that particular field of research or product. They may even have
tools, either in-house or commercial, as a result of their research or expertise. Without
collaboration, an engineer can have access to resources within his affiliated organization
as shown in Figure 3. In a collaborative and distributive environment, all these tools,
techniques, methods, and computing resources can be shared among the collaborative
organizations as shown in Figure 4.

4

Figure 4: Resources in a collaboration

The tools listed above can be broadly summarized into two categories, Monolithic
Approach (MA) and Best-in-Class Approach (BCA). In monolithic approach a single
application that can handle multiple tasks related to a product's design is used. Even
though they are easy to use, administer, and robust in design, Monolithic Approaches
lack flexibility and may not contain tools or technology for all disciplines involved in the
design. On the other hand, BCA can glue together several independent applications that
provide the best functionality for a given domain [6]. BCA enables collaboration among
those institutes and organizations which contain the best resources.
In practice, collaboration spans organizational firewalls and heterogeneous networks.
Using the principles of collaborative and distributed engineering to integrate various
disciplines of engineering and related resources belonging to teams spread across various
organizations, is a complex task of data and resource management. To accomplish this,
5

an advanced computational platform that enables seamless exchange of information and
data among teams is required. The objective of this work is to develop an effective
framework to optimally utilize the distributed resources using BCA approach.
In the current project, several collaborative teams are involved in developing a
conceptual and preliminary design of next-generation aircraft. This process involves
detailed study of hundreds of aircraft configurations through multidisciplinary analysis,
optimization, and reliability studies at both component and system level. This will be
carried out by multiple teams distributed geographically across different organizations.
All configurations must be evaluated to select the best design that proceeds to the detailed
design stage. The models that are generated in one team are transferred among other
teams to get responses or to check the integration with other components or assemblies.
This could lead to a huge computational dependency among teams for faster and better
design of the system. An end user requires seamless access to all types of resources that
are open to collaborating partners. A successful collaboration among teams is not
possible without a strong computational collaboration.
In this work, Service ORiented Computing EnviRonment (SORCER) [7-12], a service
oriented and grid-based architecture, is used to develop a distributed and collaborative
service oriented common computational framework. SORCER provides a flexible and
secure way of creating computational services that can be deployed over a computational
grid and can be accessed on the fly by any team, from anywhere, at any time.
Services necessary to conduct finite element analysis, design optimization, and reliability
predictions are developed as network objects and deployed in a scalable computational
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framework using SORCER. Finally, several case studies are conducted based on the
services developed to demonstrate the validity of the framework to solve large-scale
engineering design problems.
This thesis starts with a description of technology requirements of a collaborative project
followed by a brief survey of major technologies that were developed in the past to
manage the distributed resources in collaborative product development. Architecture of
SORCER and related technologies are discussed in the Chapter 2. The process of
developing a computational framework that contains tools to conduct finite element
analysis, reliability analysis, design optimization is presented in the Chapter 3.
Demonstration examples that use the services developed in the current work are
explained in Chapter 4. Summary of the work is given in Chapter 5.

1.2 Infrastructure Requirements for Collaborative Projects

The demands of current and future large-scale multidisciplinary collaborative design are
such that a high degree of flexibility in accessing the resources of participating
collaborating partners is essential. All necessary resources should be available to
collaborators in real time to execute an automated design task or concept exploration.
With change being the only constant in a network, resources may or may not be available
at all the times. There may be obstacles in accessing required resources at one location. In
such cases, it should be possible to access similar services available in another locations.
The underlying architecture on which computational collaboration takes place must be
resilient to network failures or resource unavailability with self-healing capability. This
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will enable smooth and continuous execution of processes without delays. In an
automated process, the participating components of automation are accessible only
through that particular automation process. However, in a collaboration, components of
the architecture must be reusable so that resources can be used for multiple purposes.
With diverse teams involved, implementation techniques of each team may be unique.
Hence, the architecture must be able to handle multiple paradigms and programming
languages. Due to implicit physical distance between teams, the architecture must
provide multi-point entry for services. With growing demand for reduced process time,
there should be scope for process parallelization, and multi-tasking of services. In order
to avoid customizing the service requests, the architecture must employ standard or
independent protocols. The programming language used to build the architecture is also
important as Object Oriented Programming enables passing objects which encapsulate
models and data, between different applications over the network. The architecture must
communicate through encrypted data to provide security for the data that is transferred
over the network. It should also accommodate legacy codes to avoid re-work. The end
user should be able to suspend and edit the process and data and restart the process. In
addition to the above qualities, if the tool is open source it enables better utilization by
allowing adaptation of the tool to specific needs.

1.3 Technologies In Collaborative Design

Several distributed concurrent engineering architectures have been developed in the past
to use in large-scale multidisciplinary applications. They addressed the issues discussed
in the previous sections to some extent, but are far from satisfying most of the needs of
8

large-scale collaboration. In this regard, state of the art technologies in collaborative
design were studied and reported by Wang et. al. [13]. Architectures such as those
developed using agent-based, web-based, and client-server were either academic in
nature or fall short of meeting the requirements of a large-scale collaboration [14].
Advanced architectures in collaborative design started to evolve after the development of
ARPANET [15, 16]. ARPANET lead to the development of internet for general use.
Some of the major architectures that have been developed during last few decades in this
field are discussed here.

1.3.1 Agent-based Architecture

An agent-based design system is a loosely coupled network of problem solvers that work
together to solve problems that are beyond their individual capabilities. A typical agentbased method is shown in Figure 5. Agents in such systems can be communicative,
collaborative, autonomous or semi-autonomous [14]. Agents are programs that
encapsulate an engineering tool and implement a process in their own unique way. All
engineering tools involved in a product design process can be made as service agents. A
service facilitator must be used to exchange communication and control language that
enables agents to request information and services from other agents. Many agent-based
tools were developed for collaborative design and some of them are discussed here.
Palo Alto collaborative Testbed (PACT) was one of the earliest such attempts to use
agents in a collaborative design environment. It was used for cooperative research,
knowledge sharing, and CAD prior to the development of web technology. Also, PACT
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was one of the earliest technologies to use a federation architecture and wrappers for
services [17]. However its use was limited due to its lack of scalability in large-scale real
world problems. It also requires that the location of the service provider is known priori.

Figure 5: Agent-based architecture

Distributed Intelligent Design Environment (DIDE) is based on the communication
architecture called Open system for Asynchronous Cognitive Agents (OSACA). It was
aimed at developing an open system, where users can add or remove agents without
having to halt or re-initialize the work in progress. DIDE used flexible, asynchronous,
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multi-cast communication [18]. However, adding or removing an agent without stopping
the process was not completely resolved, which limited the use of this tool.
SHARE was developed on the backdrop of the internet revolution. This technology
envisioned to harness the information technology for engineers towards product
development. It was developed to bring together multiple teams working over the
network belonging to various organizations and the knowledge in each team in the form
of various communications and the experience gathered over a period of time in the
projects. SHARE proposed an open, heterogeneous, network-oriented environment for
concurrent engineering. It was one of the first steps towards developing commercial
collaboration codes that can be used over the internet [19]. However, it was mainly
developed keeping CAD teams in mind to gather and maintain the information related to
CAD modeling.
Single Function agent-based Architecture (SiFAs) was developed to address issues in
collaborative system design such as memory sharing, information passing between agents,
conflict resolution via negotiation, splitting a task into multiple sub tasks, and assembling
the solution from sub-solutions. SINE (Support For Single Function Agents) was a
platform developed to implement SiFAs [20]. Even though it was a well developed
platform to accommodate all SiFAs and was able to handle the conflicts arising in the
Single Agent Functions, its application was limited only to SiFAs.
Interdisciplinary Communication Medium (ICM) was designed to help interdisciplinary
teams that accommodate and integrate many perspectives within a design and
manufacturing enterprise. It was developed to integrate shared graphic modeling
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environment and network-based services [21]. Even though it attempted to incorporate
both knowledge-based systems and agent-based systems, it lacks interpretation objects,
and hence its infrastructure was not adequate to handle large-scale problems.
Co-Designer is a prototype computational tool which supports localized design agents.
Localized design agents are computers that are capable of executing a task locally. This
was aimed to help conceptual engineering design in a concurrent engineering
environment [22]. Even though it was developed to help concurrent engineering, it was
not available as a full-fledged commercial tool.
A-Design was aimed at providing a methodology to combine multi-agent systems, multiobjective optimization, and automated design synthesis. This method also introduced a
search strategy at conceptual design stages of engineering that incorporates agent
collaboration with adoptive selection of designs [23]. However, this tool was specific to a
particular section of design.
While agent-based systems were conceptually promising, in practice they lack many
qualities required for application in a large-scale collaborative environment. Agents can
be created and run on thousands of systems but a sophisticated central management
mechanism is needed to control overall work and flow of data. Some of the drawbacks
were, agent location must be known beforehand, doesn't allow communication among
agents directly, and always need facilitators. In agent-based architectures, facilitator
mechanism is necessary to establish the communication among clients and available
facilitators were not sophisticated. The earliest agent-based methods were concerned
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primarily with CAD systems. Due to these reasons, agent-based methods became largely
automated algorithms.

1.3.2 Knowledge-based Architecture

Knowledge-based systems or expert systems are similar to agent-based systems. This
refers to capturing existing knowledge in a design process and incorporating it while
designing a new product. It uses a cascading model, which splits the work distribution.
However, such a system at best becomes process automation, let alone being distributive
or collaborative in nature. Their scope is limited since they are confined to within an
organization and usually to single discipline [24].

1.3.3 Web-based Architecture

The developments in internet technology lead to development of some sophisticated
collaborative design tools. In many cases web technology is used as a medium to share
the design data, information, and knowledge by multidisciplinary team members [19, 25,
26]. In some cases it is used for product data management and project management
through integration of web technology with related technologies. Cutkosky et. al.
presented the practical test of MADE (Manufacturing Automation and Design
Engineering), a program aimed at developing internet-based tools, services, protocols,
and design methodologies. MADE was tested in an application project called Madefast,
which is a web-based tool [25]. Most of the web-based collaborative tools either lack the
sophistication necessary for large-scale collaboration or support only fundamental aspects
13

of collaborative design. However, Web-based technologies can achieve the success
achieved by agent-based methods [14].

1.3.4 Client-server Architecture

Improvements in the computing technology lead to developing high-end computers. In
client-server setup multiple clients can look up to a large server which is usually a cluster
of computers or a super computer. Client-server architecture provides a predetermined set
of services as shown in Figure 6. Many corporations use this to provide a fixed set of
computational services.
A server can provide various services such as data storage, license, and computational
space. Client-Server can handle computationally large problems but are very rigid in the
context of collaboration, because of its fixed service setup and inability to communicate
among clients.

14

Figure 6: Client-Server architecture

1.3.5 Peer to Peer Architecture

Peer to Peer, or P2P, is a technology that combines client-server setup with web
technology and treats all systems (peers) involved in the network as both client and server.
This architecture is big leap towards flexible and collaborative frameworks compared to
previously discussed architectures. With growing web technology, each computer in the
network holds some information and knowledge. P2P was developed to utilize the
information available in each system available in the network directly with each other as
shown in Figure 7. Combined with computing capability and ability to share information
through web, P2P can incorporate and offer variety of services. Some of the P2P-based
collaborative technologies were studied by Gao et. al. [27]. In P2P, it is difficult to keep
track of the clients and servers as peers can access all other peers in the network.
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Unavailability of centralized administration, and inherent lack of security are biggest
disadvantages of this architecture limiting its usability in multidisciplinary design and
analysis field.

Figure 7: P2P architecture

The architectures discussed so far were not service oriented in nature. Without Service
Oriented Architecture, it will be hard to develop a truly collaborative architecture. In the
agent-based or client-server systems, the user doesn't have much control over the process
once the process is started. Even though P2P offers completely decentralized architecture,
it lacks a centralized administration for resources management.
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1.3.6 Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)

In collaboration, processes can be synchronous (invoked by a request) or asynchronous
(invoked by a one-way operation). The resources spread across various teams are
independent, but required to maintain a commonality to communicate with each other.
Any architecture aimed at integrating the resources available over the heterogeneous
network must consider the eight fallacies of network computing [8] which are, the
network is reliable, latency is zero, bandwidth is infinite, the network is secure, topology
doesn't change, there is one administrator, transportation cost is zero, and the network is
homogenous[28]. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a recent development to
integrate the distributed resources. SOA is a technique for developing and deploying
loosely coupled interoperable, implementation independent network services that
exchange data with each other [29]. While client-server architecture differentiates a client
from server, SOA introduces the third network object, service registry which acts as the
communication channel between client and server, as shown in Figure 8. In SOA, a client
is known as service requestor and server is known as service provider [8].
In computer science terms, SOA encourages individual units of logic to exist
autonomously yet not isolated from each other. Units of logic are still required to
conform to a set of principles that allow them to evolve independently, while still
maintaining a sufficient amount of commonality and standardization. Within SOA, these
units of logic are known as services [29].

17

Figure 8: Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)

Web Service Description Language (WSDL), Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP),
and Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) are key standards on which
SOA is built. The WSDL describes the service and the SOAP provides the messaging
format used by services, while UDDI provides standardized service registry format [29].
SOA lets integrating the resources available across corporations on a heterogeneous
network irrespective of their location on a common platform. Also, previously discussed
methods can supply only one service at a time. In SOA, single computing resource can
provide multiple services simultaneously and still act as service requestor, which is not
possible in other architectures.
In this work SOA-based Service ORiented Computing EnviRonment (SORCER) is used
to develop a computational framework that enables collaborative and distributive
18

computational design among the collaborators. SORCER provides the infrastructure
necessary to develop a collaborative computational grid. SORCER is an open source
code which provides users with ability to customize it. ISight [30], Execution
Environment (formerly FIPER) [31], ModelCenter [32], VisualDOC [33], and
OpenMDAO [34] are some of the other commercial tools available in the market.
SORCER incorporates advanced technological developments such as Jini [35, 36], Grid
computing [8], and federated method invocation [10, 11]. Grid computing refers to
accessing computational resources distributed over the network, similar to accessing
electric power from an electric grid [8]. With Grid computing techniques, underutilized
computational resources of collaborative business partners can be effectively used [11].
This Chapter discussed various technologies and tools that were developed in the last few
decades to address the technology infrastructure required by collaborative teams.
SORCER is an open source state-of-the-art technology designed to meet the
requirements of the collaborative research and design. Components and architecture of
SORCER are discussed in detail in Chapter 2.
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2.0 SORCER

Service ORiented Computing EnviRonment (SORCER) is a federated service-to-service
(S2S) meta computing environment that treats service providers as network peers with
well defined semantics of a federated Service Object Oriented Architecture (SOOA) that
is based on Federated Method Invocation (FMI) [8, 10, 11]. SORCER was developed by
Dr. Michael Sobolewski and his team at SORCER lab, Texas Tech University. It is based
on Jini semantics of services [35] in the network and the Jini programming model [36],
with explicit leases, distributed events, transactions, and discovery/join protocols. Jini
architecture is designed to manage services in the network environment, and SORCER is
focused on Exertion Oriented Programming (EOP) [10, 12]. Various terminologies,
technologies involved in SORCER are discussed in Chapter 2.1. Service Object Oriented
Architecture is discussed in Chapter 2.2. SORCER architecture and execution
environment are discussed in Chapter 2.3 and 2.4, respectively.

2.1 Services

A Service is an operation or set of operations executed on the network. Services that are
distributed over the network represent engineering data, tools, and applications. A simple
optimization algorithm is shown in Figure 9 to explain the term service. Here the
20

optimization algorithm itself is a service. However an optimization process depends on a
number of other services to obtain constraints, the objective function evaluation, and
gradients. The various types of services in SORCER are explained below.

Figure 9: Example of Services

A service provider performs a predefined set of tasks. In Figure 9, constraints, gradients,
and the objective function can be obtained from various service providers. A Service
requestor is a type of service that defines the problem to be solved and the process to be
followed. For example, the service requestor for an optimization problem will define the
constraints, objective function, gradients, and method and control strategy involved in
obtaining these essentials.
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A service registry is a type of service that enables service registration of service providers.
This service is also known as a look up service or an orchestration service. A service
requestor looks up a service provider by sending queries to service registry. This is one of
the communication mechanisms between providers and requestors. In other terms, a
service registry maps the interface of a requestor to that of a matching provider. Jini's
discovery, lookup and join protocols are used here. A service provider locates a service
registry by the process of discovery protocol. Once it locates a service registry, it can join
the registry by Jini's join protocol. A service requestor finds a service registry in order to
look for an appropriate service proxy by the lookup protocol. There can be multiple
service registries, and a service registry may look up to another service registry for
service providers [37]. Apart from service registry, a service requestor can also approach
a service cataloger to find a list of available service providers.
Even though a service cataloger performs a similar function to a lookup service or service
registry, it differs in many ways. A cataloger looks out for changes in all lookup services
continually and maintains a dynamic catalog of available services over the service grid. It
facilitates rapid discovery of services by maintaining a cache of services. It also
maintains the class definition of providers' proxies that can be accessed by requestors [8].

The Jobber is a special type of service provider that manages jobs within a service
federation. This is a type of service broker that is part of SORCER's basic infrastructure.
It is used to manage compound jobs that include multiple service providers. It is possible
that a service request can communicate to a service provider without assistance from the
jobber [8].
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2.2 SOOA

Service Object-Oriented Architecture (SOOA) is an advanced architecture developed
from Service Oriented Architecture and Service Protocol Oriented Architecture (SPOA).
In SPOA a communication protocol is fixed or known ahead of time by the requestor. By
contrast, SOOA provides the ability to use a proxy object, which enables communication
among providers and requestor. SOOA treats service providers, requestors, and service
proxies as network objects [8].

Figure 10:SOOA Architecture

A service proxy is an object that implements the same service interface as its provider.
This is shown in Figure 10. When a service provider registers itself with a registry, the
proxy of the provider is stored in the registry and exposed to requestors through registry.
Proxies are the primary objects that establish communication among services.
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Jini technology is a service oriented architecture that defines a programming model that
both exploits and extends Java [40, 41] technology to enable the construction of secure,
distributed systems consisting of federations of well-behaved network services and
clients. Jini technology can be used to build adaptive network systems that are scalable,
evolvable, and flexible, as typically required in dynamic collaborative computing
environments [35, 36].
SORCER is a SOOA architecture. Context is a generic data structure used in SORCER. It
has a tree-like structure with leaf nodes or data nodes carrying data as shown in Figure 11.
A context model is a context with data nodes appended to its context path. A context path
is the hierarchical name for a data item in a leaf node. The service context is capable of
carrying Java objects in its data nodes. Hence, a service request itself can be sent in a data
node which can be executed and controlled by providers. This is explained in detail in the
next section. A service requestor's context contains its control strategy, which will be
read by the jobber while executing complex computational tasks [11].
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Figure 11: Context

SOOA enables Federated Method Invocation (FMI). FMI is a technique that provides the
ability to dynamically federate all necessary services on-the-fly in the run time. Dynamic
federation of services occurs on a Meta Computing Grid. This is a type of computational
grid where federation of services is managed by a meta computing operating system,
unlike a compute grid where virtual federation of processors is done with the help of a
grid resource broker [8].
In the optimization example, previously shown in Figure 9, a service request for
optimization will lead to a dynamic federation of all necessary services to obtain
constraints, gradients, and objective function. Once a service federation completes its job,
the related services can disperse and look for the next service request or service
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federation to join [10]. This technique is also known as Service to Service (S2S) because
it allows services to communicate to other services.

2.3 SORCER Architecture

The architecture of SORCER supports three neutralities and deploys three centricities of
network computing: network centricity, service centricity, and web centricity.
Computationally complex interdisciplinary tasks such as optimization involve multiple
service providers. These services can come and go upon a request, and the system can
respond to changes in its environment in a reliable way. This feature implements network
centricity. The SORCER services can discover the service registry and then join the
federation or lookup for appropriate services to cooperate in a service federation,
implementing service centricity. A user can check the status of various jobs submitted
and running in the federation through web portals such as HTTP. This enables web
centricity. Three neutralities deployed by SORCER are location neutrality, protocol
neutrality, and implementation neutrality. With location neutrality, services need not be
collocated. Lookup services can be used to find required service providers, thus
simplifying entire grid resources management. With protocol neutrality, the method of
communication among services is not important. Hence a service requestor need not
know the protocols used by the service provider. The programming language used by
service provider to implement its methods is immaterial under implementation neutrality
[7]. With the above mentioned qualities, SORCER provides scalability, flexibility, and
adaptability.
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In SORCER, a service provider accepts remote service messages from service requestors.
The service messages passed between services is called the service exertion. An exertion
represents data, operations, and control strategy. It consists of a set of tasks with a set of
relationships defined by the end user. Task and job are two types of exertion. A task
exertion is an elementary service request executed by a single service provider. On the
other hand, a job exertion is a compound service command defined hierarchically in
terms of tasks and other jobs. Execution of a job exertion leads to large-scale federation
of services known as exertion federation. With an exertion federation, a complex service
job can be broken into many smaller individual tasks. With this capability, multiple
resources available across various organizations and institutes can be integrated on one
platform and can be utilized whenever needed as shown in Figure 12. On the top level,
service federation takes place based on the job's requirement. The dynamic provisioning
grid using grid resource management tools allocates computing resources to execute the
exertion federation.
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Figure 12:Service Federation on a grid

In an object oriented paradigm, objects communicate with each other through passing
messages. A message is the means of passing control to an object. If an object possesses
an operation and the expected implementation method, it responds to the message. This is
equivalent to a function call in procedural languages. Since object data is encapsulated,
messaging is the only way to access the method inside an object. In a service oriented
paradigm, messages are nothing but exertions. An exertion primarily consists of one or
more operations and data relevant to each operation. An exertion encapsulates service
signatures and service context. While service data is represented by service context,
service operation is defined by service signatures. A service signature refers to a remote
method to be implemented by a provider in the grid [38, 39].
A service signature can carry multiple types of information such as signature name,
service type, operation name of service type, operation type, service access type, priority,
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execution time flag, notifyees, and service attributes. Generally a signature is defined
using provider's implementation method, service type, and name of the provider [8].

2.4 SORCER Execution Environment

A service provider is responsible for deploying and publishing its service on the network
with one or more service registries. Once a service provider declares its availability on
the network, the provider's proxy will be available with the service registry. The service
proxy that is stored in the service registry, can be accessed by the service requestors. A
service requestor looking for a particular service sends the service request message to the
service registry. Upon acquiring the provider's proxy, the service request can be delivered
directly to service provider [8]. Service providers will not have a prior knowledge of their
association. They come together during the service federation to execute a particular
exertion. Each provider in the exertion provides its service according to an exertion's
control strategy. Once a transaction is complete, the service federation dissolves,
dispersing the providers. Different combinations of service providers may come together
at different times [11, 38].
In the case of a provider receiving a service request for which it doesn't have any
execution methods, it is the responsibility of the provider to forward the request to
appropriate service providers and return the results back to the requestor.
An example of SORCER's execution environment is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: SORCER execution

There are many ways a service requestor can reach a service provider. If the provider's
properties are known priori, the requestor can directly send the request to a provider. A
requestor can also find the service provider through a service registry. It can locate a
service registry through jobbers. A jobber can submit a service request directly to a
service provider. On the other hand, a jobber can push a request to an exertion space,
which is continually monitored by service providers. If a service provider's standard
interface matches with that of a service request dropped at the exertion space, the job will
be executed by the provider. A service task can be defined by T1(c,m), where c is service
context and m is the provider method. The service signature is defined as s(i,n), where i
refers to the name of the service provider's interface or proxy and n referrers to the
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provider's name. A service task can be executed by a task.exert() operation. A compound
task or job is defined as job(c,s) where c is the service context, that in turn contain other
jobs and tasks, and s is the service signature of the top level provider [37, 39].
In the example shown in Figure 13, there are two service requestors at the top level, R1
and R2. R1 has only one task, which can be executed through a service registry. Once the
proxy of the service provider for task T1 is obtained from the service registry, task T1
can be exerted through provider P1. Meanwhile, R2 has a job J1. Necessary providers
that are required to execute job J1 are found using jobbers. The jobber can find the
providers in many ways. It can pass one of the sub-jobs, J2, to other jobbers that can in
turn submit the tasks in job J2 through a service registry(task T4) or directly to the
service providers (task T5 and T6). The jobber can also submit the job to an exertion
space. The exertion space is continuously monitored by providers for any possible tasks
matching their interface. This is called a pull operation as opposed to a push operation
(Task T1, T2, T5, T6, T4). Tasks T7 and T8 are pulled from the exertion space and
exerted.
This chapter introduced the SORCER technology, its components and the architecture.
The infrastructure necessary to access resources from multiple locations and teams was
presented. The execution of a compound task through remotely available resources using
service registries, jobbers, and exertion space was explained. Chapter 3 discusses the
development of various service providers.
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3.0 SORCER IMPLEMENTATION

The current work is aimed at developing services that can be mapped onto a service grid
and hence can be accessed by a project's collaborating organizations and institutes. The
resources available at Wright State University are published as service providers, and
corresponding service requestors are developed. All service providers are tested by
implementing them on structural mechanics problems. A grid of finite element solvers,
design optimization tools, and reliability analysis tools that allows users to conduct a
variety of computational tasks such as design optimization, reliability analysis, and
Reliability Based Design Optimization (RBDO) is developed. The procedure involved in
creating each service is explained in this chapter.

3.1 FEA Services

Usually commercial FEA packages require an input file containing grid information,
boundary conditions, material properties, and other model details. An input file must be
created by the requestor and transferred to the FEA service provider. Since all
communications happen through the web, files are shared via URLs. In this work Nastran
[42] and ABAQUS [43] are used as FEA service providers.
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As discussed in chapter 2, SORCER expects all data to be sent as context. In this case,
the context is input file. The process used to develop FEA providers and requestors is
shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: FEA Provider-Requestor setup

Service providers are published through service registries as shown in Figure 15. A
registry displays the list of services, their methods, proxies, publishing computer, etc. A
service request is built using the interface, method, and name of the provider. The
published services are displayed through IncaX browser [44]. A typical IncaX browser
display for SORCER is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 15: Lookup Service

The service provider will first read the context and look for a context node containing the
URL of the input file and downloads it. The provider reads any other appropriate data,
such as job name, necessary for running the analysis from the context. It executes the
analysis through system calls. Upon completion, a context node with a URL of output
files is appended to the returning context. The requestor will download the output files,
post-process it, or forward the results to other services that require the results. It is the
responsibility of the requestor to post-process the data, and the provider will not provide
post-processing services. ABAQUS and Nastran services can be used to obtain system
performances, constraints, objective function, and gradients in reliability analysis and
design optimization.
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Figure 16: IncaX service browser

3.2 Design Optimization and Sensitivity Analysis Services

In the current work, Vanderplaat's Research and Development's Design Optimization
Tools (DOT) [45] is used to provide optimization algorithms. A design optimization
process involves at least three service providers to conduct optimization, constraints
evaluation, objective function evaluation, and gradients. These may come from multiple
disciplines, and there can be a large number of computational tools involved to evaluate
and provide the responses of the system. Hence the user must carry out detailed
programming to supply gradients, whenever the gradients are needed by the optimizer.
To avoid this situation, a generic gradient calculating service that was already developed
at one of the collaborating agencies is used here. The provider that supplies gradients is
called sensitivity analysis provider. A generic use of sensitivity analysis provider is
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shown in Figure 17. Sensitivities are needed in reliability analysis, optimization, and
reliability-based design optimization. In this work sensitivities are calculated using finite
difference method.

Figure 17: Sensitivity Analysis

3.2.1 Procedure

Context for the optimization provider includes design variables, constraints, objective
function, and methodology to obtain these data. In the current version of SORCER,
variables and responses for design optimization, which come from analysis input/output
files, are specified through filters [6]. It is the responsibility of the requestor or end user
to define the problem to be solved. The processes involved in defining sensitivity analysis
and optimization in a collaborative environment through SORCER are described here.
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3.2.2 Sensitivity Analysis

This is a compound exertion with finite element analysis task and gradient tasks
combined. First, URLs linking to the analysis deck and output files are defined:


URL1 = new URL("for FE input file")



URL2 = new URL("for FE output file")

Data such as the analysis file name and input file location necessary for finite element
analysis are appended to a context node.


Context feContext = new ServiceContext()

Values are appended to context and then retrieved from it in the provider through a keyvalue pair.


context.putValue("input/file", URL1)



context.getValue("input/file", URL1)

A service signature to carry out FE analysis is created that includes the method name,
interface class, and name of the provider implementing the FE task.


ServiceSignature feSignature = new ServiceSignature("providerMethod",
"standard interface class", "provider name")

A finite element analysis task, which carries the finite element analysis context and
signature, is created.


ServiceTask feTask = new ServiceTask(feSignature)
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The finite element context is appended to the finite element task.


feTask.setContext(feContext)

The FEA task is ready to be exerted through feTask.exert() command. This procedure
must be repeated for each different FE service, if multiple FE providers are used to get
multidisciplinary responses.
A new context to carry out sensitivity analysis is created that contains filters for design
variables and responses, user defined step lengths for all variables, and finite element
tasks. Design variables are then combined with their corresponding step lengths
(provided by user) to create an array of design variables. Constraints and the objective
function can be normalized at this stage. The sensitivity analysis context includes the
finite element task in one of its nodes. The rest of the context nodes carry responses, step
lengths, and design variables. A job, which contains the FEA task and the sensitivity task,
is created.


ServiceJob sensitivityJob = new ServiceJob();



seinsitivytJob.addExertion(gradientTask);

The sensitivity analysis job is exerted in order to obtain the function gradients. The above
process can be extended to include multiple FEA providers and multiple sensitivity
calculation methods [6]. On the other hand, the sensitivity analysis provider calls the
FEA providers whenever needed and returns the gradients with an updated context. On
the part of requestor, the returned context is read to extract gradient information from
which the optimization problem is built.
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3.2.3 Optimization Context Model

A typical and simplified optimization context is shown in Figure 18. Along with the
already created context for gradients and response evaluation, a new context for design
optimization must be built. The optimization context includes the parameters pertaining
to an optimizer such as selection optimization method, definition of design variables,
responses, gradients, bounds for design variables and constraints, type of optimization
(maximization or minimization), etc. The context that defines the gradients and the
design evaluation in the form of jobs and tasks can be appended to the optimization task.
A service job that specifies optimization task and its signature specifying optimization
provider properties is created. The optimization job can then be exerted, which in the
process will federate the necessary providers published by various organizations on the
computational grid in order to solve the optimization problem.
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Figure 18: Optimization Context

3.3 Reliability Analysis Services

Reliability analysis is an approach to assess effects of inherent uncertainties in a design,
which come from various sources such as computer models, loads, geometry, material
properties, manufacturing process, and operational environments [46]. Obtaining the
reliability index or safety index ( ) is an iterative process and potentially uses an
optimization technique. Hence reliability-based design optimization can be
computationally prohibitive for large-scale multidisciplinary problems. To reduce
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computational time, various function approximation techniques such as design variable
linking, temporary deletion of unimportant constraints, and function approximations have
been developed [4]. Approximations Used to Rapidly Obtain Reliability Analysis
(AURORA) is a stand-alone reliability analysis tool developed at Wright State University
[46]. AURORA is an open source code developed using Fortran 77 [47]. It includes
several linear and non-linear approximate functions, such as Two Point Adaptive
Nonlinear Approximation (TANA), to approximate highly non-linear functions [48-50].
AURORA can handle multiple probability distributions including normal, lognormal, and
extreme value distributions. AURORA includes two failure probability calculation
methods: First Order Reliability Method (FORM) and Second Order Reliability Method
(SORM). Using approximations, AURORA can conduct reliability analysis of structures
efficiently through fewer function calls. Structural reliability analysis and RBDO can be
carried out by linking AURORA with finite element and design optimization softwares.
The process of developing the reliability analysis service using AURORA is described as
follows.
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Figure 19: AURORA present setup

Inputs to AURORA are supplied in an input file. The inputs include various parameters
involved in reliability analysis such as type of limit state, approximation method,
algorithm to calculate approximate safety index, number and distribution types of random
variables, mean and standard deviation of random variable, tolerance for

convergence,

and number of iterations. The current setup that AURORA follows is shown in Figure 19.
A Fortran subroutine is designed to supply the limit-state evaluation and gradients to the
main program. This sub-routine needs to be linked to external programs to obtain
function gradients and limit-state evaluations from FEA and sensitivity analysis providers.
SORCER is Java-based and all services developed in SORCER must be wrapped in Java
or should be accessible through Java. Hence, developing the AURORA provider becomes
a multi-step process. First, AURORA must be modified to receive inputs from its
provider which is a Java method. This can be done by eliminating the AURORA input
file and supplying the parameters directly to the native Fortran code from Java using a
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function call. As the first step, the stand-alone native code is converted into a Fortran
subroutine. The second step is to enable a function call from Java to native code. In the
third step, the subroutine that provides limit-state evaluation and sensitivities is modified
to call finite element and sensitivity analysis providers.
A native code can be called from Java using one of the Java-Native methods: Java Native
Access (JNA) [51] and Java Native Interface (JNI) [52, 53]. JNA is a relatively simple
process of calling a native method and it is similar to calling any other Java method. JNA
was successfully used to reach the native code (Process 1 in Figure 20). However, JNA is
limited to calling the native methods from Java, not the other way round. Here, we need
the AURORA provider to make a function call to the native code and the native code in
turn needs to do a function call to service providers, which are programmed in Java
(Process 2 in Figure 20), to get the gradients and limit state evaluated from published
providers. This will be the last step in the process. Even though Processes 1 and 2 are
documented [51, 52], description of integrating Process 1 and Process 2 into one process
is not found in the literature. System calls can be used to reach FEA and sensitivity
analysis providers from AURORA, which is comparatively simple but not a fool-proof
method. Hence JNI is used to develop the reliability analysis provider. The AURORA
execution framework using JNI is shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20: AURORA-JNI setup

JNI is a set of tools or codes that provides interoperability among Java and native
languages allowing the user to call the native methods from Java or vice-versa. Unlike
JNA, JNI does not allow a native code to be invoked from Java as would a Java method.
JNI involves meticulous process to be followed to enable communication among Java
and native codes. JNI is powerful but complicated because the Java Virtual Machine
(JVM) may crash for any error in the native code without giving any specific error
messages. Enabling JNI would disable the platform portability of the object oriented
program. The memory of JVM and native execution needs to be handled carefully
because memory for native code execution is allocated by Java, and native code has to
release the memory upon completion of the execution [53]. Another detail that requires
attention is data type mapping. In the current work shown in Figure 20, Java data types
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that are necessary for AURORA, must pass through a C [54] interface and then to Fortran.
Also, Fortran data type has to go through a C interface to reach sensitivity analysis and
FEA providers in Java. Hence all data that passes through various languages needs to be
translated to the equivalent data type of that local platform. Details of JNI execution to
carry out reliability analysis through AURORA in SORCER is portrayed in Figure 21.
The AURORA requestor context contains a reliability analysis job to be executed by
AURORA provider, a sensitivity analysis job, and finite element tasks, similar to
optimization context (Process 1). AURORA needs evaluation of limit state and gradients
in the process of calculating the safety index ( ). Every time AURORA needs this
information, it reaches the subroutine with the latest design vector (Process 3). The FE
and sensitivity analysis context must be updated with the latest design vector coming
from AURORA. However, the procedural programming languages like Fortran do not
support advanced data types such as context. Hence, the context containing FE and
sensitivity analysis must be passed to a method in Java (Process 4) where jobs and tasks
in the context can be updated with the latest design vector coming from AURORA. In
this work, context is serialized and written to a file. Later in the process (between
Processes 3 and 4) context is de-serialized and tasks and jobs are updated with the latest
design vector which comes from AURORA.
After that, jobs can be submitted to the service grid and can be executed using jobbers,
catalogers, and registries (Process 5). These processes (Process 3, 4, 5, and 6) are
repeated until convergence occurs within AURORA.
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Figure 21: AURORA execution in SORCER using JNI

Upon convergence, the AURORA algorithm in Fortran can return the safety index to
AURORA provider-main (Process 7) and from there to the requestor. The complete
process of executing reliability analysis accounts to evaluating one constraint ( ) with
respect to reliability-based design optimization process. Hence RBDO becomes a nested
optimization process where gradient calculations and constraint evaluations should be
performed for both optimization and reliability analysis.
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This chapter discussed various service providers developed in the current work.
Methodology to create service providers, requestors, and executing a service request were
discussed through various services. Chapter 4 shows demonstration examples solved
using the services developed in this Chapter.
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4.0 CASE STUDIES

Although SORCER is designed to solve large-scale multidisciplinary problems in a
collaborative environment, first simple numerical problems are used to demonstrate the
process described in Chapter 3.
An optimization problem is chosen to demonstrate the SORCER optimization setup. In
addition, two reliability analysis problems and a RBDO problem are solved to
demonstrate reliability analysis, FEA, and RBDO setup.

4.1 Design Optimization of Cantilever Plate

A one meter long steel cantilever plate with 0.02 meter width and varying thickness is
shown in Figure 22. The density of the material is 7850 kg/

. The elastic modulus is

210 GPa, and Poisson's ratio is 0.3. The element thicknesses of the cantilever are treated
as design variables. The tip displacement in the direction of loading and the Von Mises
stress in element 1 are the constraints, while the mass of the structure is minimized. A
Nastran model of the structure is made using eight CQUAD4 elements. One end of the
cantilever is fixed in all degrees of freedom with a 100N tip load applied to the other end
as demonstrated in Figure 22.The optimization problem is formally stated as follows.
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Figure 22: Optimization of Cantilever plate - demonstration problem

Minimize:

(mass of the structure)

Subject to:
250 MPa
40 mm
10 mm

,

11 mm
Where,
displacement.

,

40 mm

40 m006D

refers to Von Mises stress in element 1, and
,

,

, and

refers to the tip

refers to design variables 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively,

which are elemental thicknesses.
There are three service providers involved in the process. The optimization service is
provided by DOT. Constraints and objective functions are evaluated using Nastran.
Gradients are supplied by sensitivity analysis provider.
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The optimization job is set up with a context containing jobs, tasks, definition of design
variables, responses, and parameters of optimization similar to the context shown in
Figure 18. Results of this setup are compared with the results obtained from an identical
optimization problem using VisualDOC, a general purpose optimizer, to ensure that the
setup in collaborative environment provides the same results as those results from the
standalone commercial tool. The outcome of the optimization in both SORCER and
VisualDOC is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Design optimization results comparison

Initial
design

Objective
function

Design
Variables

Limit
Lower

Upper

SORCERDOT
RESULT

VisualDOC
RESULT

Mass (kg)

1.609

-

-

2.307

2.309

Thickness 1 (mm)

10.00

10.00

40.00

16.50

16.45

Thickness 2 (mm)

10.00

10.00

40.00

19.50

19.65

Thickness 3 (mm)

11.00

10.00

40.00

12.80

12.73

Thickness 4 (mm)

10.00

10.00

40.00

10.00

10.00

Stress (MPa)

532.66

-

250.00

139.64

137.49

Displacement
(mm)

183.00

-

40.00

40.00

39.94

Constraints

It can be observed from the Table 1 that the results from SORCER and VisualDOC are
identical for all practical purposes. The differences can be attributed to gradient
calculations, which differ slightly in each case. At the end of the optimization all
constraints are satisfied with one active constraint. There is a large constraint violation in
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the initial design. To satisfy the constraints, optimizer has increased the mass of the
structure by 43%, from 1.6 kg to 2.3 kg.

4.2 Reliability Analysis

As described in Section 3.4, a FEA task, gradient job, and reliability job are required to
get the reliability index (

of a structure. The reliability job includes the random

variable definition, limit-state definition, reliability analysis method and other necessary
information. Two analytical problems from literature [4] are solved using FEA services
in SORCER.

4.2.1 Reliability Analysis of Cantilever Beam

A cantilever beam problem with three random variables, elastic modulus (E), moment of
inertia (I), and load (P) is shown in Figure 23. All random variables are normally
distributed. The limit-state for which the safety index of the structure needs to be
calculated is the tip displacement as shown in Figure 23. The problem description is
given below.

Figure 23: Reliability analysis-Cantilever beam
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For the beam structure shown in Figure 23, the safety index
Tip displacement,

is evaluated.

using strength of material approach.

,

,

,

,

Allowable displacement (

)(limit-state) = 19.00 mm

Limit-state evaluation is done by Nastran provider, gradients are evaluated by the
sensitivity analysis provider, and reliability index ( ) is estimated using FORM in
AURORA. Comparison of results with closed-form solution is shown in Tables 2 and 3.
Table 2: Reliability analysis results-Cantilever beam

AURORA with

SORCER (AURORA

closed-form

with FEA)

Safety Index ( )

1.83

1.84

Probability of Failure P(f)

0.0331

0.0332

Table 3: Comparison of random variable and limit-state, Cantilever beam

Results at Most Probable Point (MPP)
Closed-form

SORCER (with FEA)

Displacement ( ) mm

18.999

18.995

Load (P) kN

35.13

35.12

Elastic Modulus (E) N/

2.194 x

2.193 x

Moment of Inertia (I)

1.097 x

1.096 x
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From Tables 2 and 3, it can be observed that the obtained results using SORCER are
identical to results from closed-form equation. For closed-form approach, the gradients
are calculated analytically from equation for tip-displacement. For SORCER approach
the gradients are calculated using finite difference method and responses of the model are
provided by Nastran.

4.2.2 Reliability Analysis of Four-Bar Truss

A four-bar truss structure shown in Figure 24 is analyzed to estimate safety index ( ).
There are three normally distributed random variables, cross sections

,

, and elastic

modulus E. The length dimension of the structure and applied loads are defined using L
and P, respectively. Limit-state function is the tip displacement of the structure. Other
details and description of the problem are stated below.

Figure 24: Reliability analysis of four bar truss
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For the structure shown in Figure 24, the safety index
Tip displacement

is evaluated.

using analytical approach.
,

,

,
Allowable displacement (

) (limit state) = 23.00 mm

The Nastran provider, sensitivity analysis provider, and AURORA are used.
Results are tabulated in Tables 4 and 5.
Table 4: Relibaility analysis result-Four bar truss

AURORA with

SORCER (AURORA

Closed-form

with FEA)

Safety Index ( )

1.675

1.675

Probability of Failure P(f)

0.04689

0.04688

Table 5: Comparison of random variable and limit-state, Four bar truss

Results at MPP

Displacement ( ) mm
Area of cross-section
Area of cross-section (
Elastic modulus (E) N/

)

Closed-form

SORCER (with FEA)

22.9998

22.9996

57.88

57.91

96.92

96.92

18.18 x
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18.17 x

All results, including safety index ( ), random variables and limit state value at MPP, are
identical between AURORA (which used finite difference method to obtain gradients)
and the results obtained using closed-form equation. This indicates that SORCER
implementation of reliability analysis is performing correctly.

4.3 Reliability Based Design Optimization

As stated in Section 3.4, RBDO is a nested optimization problem. The reliability index
( ), which is one of the constraints in the optimization problem, must be evaluated
through reliability analysis, which requires definition of random variables, limit-state,
methodology to get gradients, and reliability analysis parameters. Calculating sensitivities
of constraints with respect to design variables of optimization involves a number FEA
calls along with reliability analysis requests, which in turn makes several function calls to
evaluate limit-state function and gradients. The computational cost of RBDO shoots up
due to the number of FEA calls involved in estimating one reliability index ( ).
Calculating sensitivity of

needs at least two reliability analysis calls. The sensitivity of

reliability index itself can be calculated in several ways [4]. In this work, the sensitivity
of reliability index is calculated using the finite difference approach. Gradients of

with

respect to design variables are calculated using,

Where,
and

is the reliability index of the structure, b is vector of deterministic variables,
is the step length of deterministic variable for sensitivity analysis.
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In the RBDO requestor setup, two sets of design variables can be recognized: design
variables and random variables. The design variables are specified for design
optimization. The random variables are required for reliability analysis. Also, there are
two sets of responses: the constraints of design optimization and the limit-state function
for reliability analysis. Both the design optimization service and reliability analysis
service use the same input file from where design variables and random variables are
defined. However there are different output files to distinguish between constraints and
limit-state.

4.3.1 RBDO of Four-Bar Truss

The structure under consideration is shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25: Four bar truss structure to conduct RBDO
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A general purpose procedure for RBDO under parametric uncertainties is described by
Swamy and Grandhi [55].
The formal statement of the problem is given below.
Minimize:

(mass of the structure)

Subject to:

250 MPa
[ (b, X)

is cross-section area
Where

0]

100

250

80

220

and

is cross section area

.

is the stress in element 3 which is a function of design variables

(cross sections of structure).

and

refers to the limit-state function (tip displacement in this

case), b is the vector of design variables, X is the vector of random variables,
probability of limit state function

, and

is the

is specified reliability level of the system.

This constraint can be simplified as

where

is the required safety index and

is safety index of the structure in response

to current design [4]. In this case study, at least 99% reliability is sought, which is
equivalent to a

value of 2.326.

For the reliability analysis, the random variable is elastic modulus (E), and the reliability
analysis description is given below.

Allowable displacement (

)(limit-state) = 8.00 mm
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DOT is used as optimization provider and AURORA as reliability analysis provider.
Nastran is used by both DOT and AURORA to evaluate objective function, constraints,
and limit state. The sensitivity analysis provider is used to supply gradients to
optimization and reliability analysis.
RBDO results are listed in table 6.
Table 6:SORCER-RBDO results

Initial
design
Objective

Design
Variables

Mass (kg)

Limit

SORCER-RBDO
RESULT

Lower

Upper

5.42

-

-

5.70

130

100

250

200.95

Cross-section
(
)
Cross-section
(
)
Stress (MPa)

156

80

220

116.91

384.62

-

250

248.81

Safety index ( )

1.5965

2.3263

-

2.32628

Constraints

At the initial design, the structure weighed 5.42 kg which is increased to 5.7 kg at the
optimum. The weight change in the structure is moderate. However, there is a significant
redistribution of design variables which changed from 130
156

to 116

to

, and

. Both constraints are satisfied and active. Reliability of the

structure was improved from 94.4 % ( = 1.5965) to 99% ( = 2.3263), with 5 %
increase in mass.
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In this chapter case studies using Nastran, AURORA, DOT, and sensitivity analysis
providers are conducted to demonstrate the developed services. A design optimization
problem was solved using Nastran, DOT, and sensitivity analysis services. A reliability
analysis problem was solved using Nastran, AURORA, and sensitivity analysis services.
Finally, a RBDO problem which uses Nastran, DOT, AURORA, and sensitivity analysis
providers was solved on a four bar truss. The results obtained from SORCER setup are
compared with results from closed-form equations and other commercial packages.
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5.0 SUMMARY REMARKS

Collaboration in design is a necessity for product development organizations, especially
during the conceptual and preliminary design stages, in order to reduce the concept to
market time of a product. Effective collaboration in the modern day enables utilizing the
best available expertise and their related tools and resources spread globally within
various organizations and institutes. Providing access to the resources available with
different teams in real time is a complex and laborious task. A flexible, secure, and robust
architecture is required to exchange the information and knowledge among collaborating
teams.
In this work, Service ORiented Computing EnviRonment (SORCER) is used, which
applies concepts of object oriented programming to network and grid-oriented programs
through exertion oriented programming. Resources or services including in-house tools,
methods, techniques, commercial codes, and computing resources, that are available to
collaborators can be deployed onto a service grid. Services available for collaboration
advertise their availability by the publishing their service through the service registry.
The service registry maintains the available list of services along with the providers'
proxy. Service proxy is an interface that communicates and carries the data or context
between the requestor and provider. Using jobbers, catalogers, and services registries, a
service request can dynamically federate necessary service providers available on the grid,
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without knowing the exact location or the method of implementation of the provider.
SORCER helps parallelization of tasks and an optimum utilization of resources through
grid computing.
Application of SORCER in the current work is part of a project that involves several
collaborative teams working to develop a conceptual aircraft model. With each team
working in geographically distributed organizations with their expertise and resources, it
is important to coordinate among them to achieve a computational collaboration. The
project requires evaluation of all possible concepts at component and system level to
select the best one that proceeds to detailed design stage. SORCER is used to develop a
collaborative common computational framework to conduct multidisciplinary and
reliability-based analysis and optimization. Services can exit and enter the grid at any
time based on their availability, making it a strong and flexible collaborative platform. In
case the same service is available with multiple providers, computational tasks can be
executed in parallel to reduce design cycle time.
It is an extensible framework where more services can be added in future. Tools that are
necessary and particular to get the responses of structures under various other engineering
regimes such as acoustics, heat transfer, fluid dynamics, and aero-elasticity can be added
in future. Existing services (finite element analysis, optimization, and reliability) can be
expanded with future services, if needed.
Tools necessary to conduct finite element analysis, design optimization, and reliability
analysis are developed as service providers and deployed onto the service grid.
Corresponding service requestors and a user's manual has also been developed. The user's
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manual can be found in the Appendix A. Nastran, ABAQUS, DOT, and AURORA are
available to the collaborators through SORCER computational grid. Developed services
are implemented on simple structures to demonstrate the validity of the framework.
Demonstration examples show that this framework provides results similar to standalone
commercial tools and closed-form equations. Hence the current framework is capable of
solving large-scale air vehicle problems.
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APPENDIX A

USER'S MANUAL
This user's manual provides a step-by-step procedure to be followed to conduct following
computational tasks in SORCER version 8.0.
1
2
3
4
5

Finite Element Analysis (FEA) task using Nastran and ABAQUS providers
Sensitivity analysis using Numerical Analysis (NA) provider
Reliability analysis using AURORA (Approximations Used to Rapidly Obtain
Reliability Analysis) provider
Design optimization using DOT provider
Reliability Based Design Optimization (RBDO) using providers listed in 1-4

************************************************************************

1 Running FEA task using Nastran and ABAQUS
A input file (.bdf or .dat for Nastran and .inp for ABAQUS) is required. Refer to
Abaqus_Requestor.java and Abaqus_Provider.java for details of code.
1.1 Copy the input file to requestor's data folder which is accessible through web
1.2 Create a URL of input file
1.3 Create a context node, which contains the FEA input file
1.4 Create FEA context
1.5 Append the context node (created in 1.3) using
context.putValue("nasFile/bdfLocation", contextnode)
1.6 Append the input file name to the context (context.putValue("nasFile/jobName",
jobName)
1.7 Append the job name to the context (same as input file name but without file
extension)
1.8 Create service signature using Nastran provider's method name, remote interface
name/class, and provider's name.
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Signature feSignature = new ServiceSignature("nastran",
engineering.provider.nastran.NastranRemoteInterface.class,getName(),
"NASTRAN@TORRICELLI")
1.9 Create FEA task
1.10 Set the context to FEA task
1.11 Exert the task
Returning context will have a URL of f06 and zipped output files. It can be obtained
using returningContext.getValue("outFiles/location") (for URL of zip file containing all
output files)
returingContext.getValue("nasFile/outFiles") (for URL of f06 file only)
For ABAQUS requestor, steps 1.1-1.4 remain same. URL is appended to context using
following command,
1.5 context.putValue("abqFile/inpLocation", contextnode)
Step 1.6 not required
1.7 context.putValue("abqFile/jobName", Abaqus_jobName) (same as file name but
without file extension)
1.8 Signature feSignature = new ServiceSignature("abaqus",
engineering.provider.abaqus.AbaqusRemoteInterface.class,getName(),
"ABAQUS@TORRICELLI")
Steps 1.9-1.11 remain same
In the returing context, a zip file containing all output files can be found using
returingContext,getValue ("outFiles/location") (for URL of zip file containing all output
files)
returningContext.getValue("datfile/location") (for URL of .dat file only)
************************************************************************

2 Sensitivity analysis using FEA and NA providers
Sensitivity analysis is carried out to get gradients of responses w.r.to design variables. It
is required in design optimization, reliability analysis, and RBDO.
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An input file (.bdf or .dat for Nastran and .inp for ABAQUS) and output file (.fo6 for
Nastran and .dat for ABAQUS) is required. They should be copied to the requestor's data
folder which is accessible from web. Input file is used to define the design variables and
output file to define responses. Process of creating filters may vary in version 11.
2.1 Create a URL for input file
2.2 Create a context node for input file and append the input file URL into it
2.3 Create a URL for output file
2.4 Create a context node for output file and append the output file URL into it
2.5 Using the context node defined in the step 2.2, create filters to define location of
design variable in the input file.
2.6 Using the context node defined in step 2.3, create filters to define responses.
2.7 Create a response variable array and append all responses into it
2.8 Create a RealDesignVariable array and append the design variables defined in step
2.5 along with respective step lengths
2.9 Create FEA context and append input file URL, input file name, job name and
response variable array into the context.
2.10 Create FEA signature and task. append FEA context into task
2.11 Create a FEA job and append the FEA task
2.12 Create a service job array and append the FEA job
2.13 Create a NA context
2.14 Append response variable array (created in step 2.7), design variable array (created
in step 2.8) and FEA job (created in step 2.12)
2.15 Create NA signature, task (append NA context to this task) and job (append NA task
to this job).
2.16 Exert NA job
Returning context will include all gradients of responses with respect to design variables.
************************************************************************

3 Procedure to run Reliability Analysis using AURORA in SORCER
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Details of AURORA can be found in the AURORA users manual available under the
docs folder of AURORA requestor and provider.
This document details the procedure to be followed to run reliability analysis.
Requirements:
Following providers must be running to get reliability index ( ) from AURORA.
Although any number of FEA tools can be used, in this document an example using
Nastran is shown. AURORA requires gradient and limit-state evaluation which will
eventually use FEA packages. Gradients are calculated using finite difference method
which is done in Numerical Analysis provider. Limit-state evaluations are done using
Nastran.
The programming method may change in version 11 of SORCER. But the steps
explained here mostly remain same as they define necessary data to be sent to various
providers.
Inputs to AURORA are fed through a properties file in requestor. The AURORA
provider downloads and reads the properties file.
Providers:
1
2
3

Finite element provider
Numerical Analysis provider
AURORA provider

Files:
1
2

An input file to FEA
Inputs to AURORA are through the properties file, AURORA-properties.property

Procedure to define AURORA requestor:
Steps followed in defining the AURORA job are listed below. It is advised to refer to the
AURORA requestor code available under AURORA requestor folder while referring to
this manual. Steps followed till creating a NA job are same as creating a NA job (2.1 to
2.16 An AURORA job is created on the top of NA job. NA job and FEA task are
appended to AURORA context along with AURORA parameters.
3.1 Define a FEA task:
3.1.1 Create URLs/Context Nodes for input and output files of FEA
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3.1.2 Create random variables and responses variables array using filters and
context nodes (Response variable refers to limit-state and design variable is
random variable in reliability analysis). Real design variable array contains
step lengths as well
3.1.3 Create a FEA task and append the input file context node, job name, file
name, and response variable array
3.1.4 Create a service job array and append the FEA task to the service job array
3.2 Define a Numerical Analysis (Sensitivity Analysis job)
3.2.2 Create NA context and append the design variables array, response variable
array, and the service job array (The design variables also contains the step
lengths)
3.2.3 Create a NA task
3.2.4 Create a NA job and append this job to the service job array which already
contains the Nastran task (in step 1.4)
3.3 Create AURORA job. The Nastran task and NA job are used here to get limit-state
evaluation and finite difference gradients
Define the limit-state task and gradient job
3.3.1 Define limit-state evaluation task by setting the Nastran task defined in 3.1.3
to the response variable array which is defined in 3.1.2. This is done as
"responseVariable[0].setResponseExertion[feaTask]" in version 8.0
3.3.2 Set the NA job to response variable array to get gradients
responseVariable[0].setGradientJob(NAjob)
3.2 Create a AURORA context
3.3 Append NA job to AURORA context. This job will be updated by AURORA
provider to get gradients and limit-state evaluation.
3.4 Append the design variable array (which defined random variables and step
lengths in this case in step 3.1.2)
3.5 Append the response variable (defined in step 3.1.2) to AURORA context
3.6 Append the limit-state failure value (R0) to AURORA context. This value can
be defined in the aurora-requestor.properties file
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auroraContext.putValue("R0/Value", Ro)
3.7 Create a AURORA signature, task, and set the AURORA context to task.
Signature auroraSignature = new ServiceSignature("auroraRel",
engineering.provider.aurora.AuroraRemoteInterface.class.getname,
"AURORA@TORRICELLI")
3.8 Exert the AURORA task.
The returning context from AURORA provider contains the reliability index beta ( ). It
can be extracted using the string key "beta/value"
(returningContext.getValue("beta/value")).
************************************************************************

4 Design optimization using DOT provider
Design optimization requestor needs following providers running,
1
2
3

FEA provider
Numerical Analysis provider
DOT- design optimization provider

Define a FEA and NA job by following all steps in section 2. Once sensitivity analysis is
running, a design optimization job can be defined.
4.1 Set the response and gradient job by,
4.1.1 Set FEA job to response variable array as response exertion
responseVariable[0].setResponseExertion(FEAjob)
4.1.2 Set the NA job to response variable arrya as gradient exertion
response Variable[0].setGradientJob(NAjob)
Repeat 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 to all responses
4.2 Define objective function
The objective function has been recognized in 2.6 as a response variable and
appended to response variable array. Add the entry of array which represents
objective to the array of objective function. This procedure may vary in version
11.
4.3 Define constraints
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Constraints are defined in response variable array. Choose from the array and
append to constraints array.
4.4 Create design optimization context
4.5 Append design variables, objective function, constraints and an optimization
configuration file. The configuration file included all parameters specific to DOT
provider and lower and upper limits of design variable.
4.6 Create a signature, task, and exert optimization task
************************************************************************

5 Reliability Based Design Optimization (RBDO) in SORCER
The procedure remains same to define design variables and response variables. In Design
optimization or sensitivity analysis job, there was only one provider which provided all
responses. However since one of the constraint is reliability index beta ( ), FEA job and
a reliability analysis job are required while defining responses jobs.
5.1 Follow all steps in section 2 to get define design variables, responses, FEA task
5.2 Reliability index can be extracted from the file "Betafile.txt", which is the output
file of reliability analysis. A sample of this file can be found under aurora/requestor/docs.
This file is used to define one of the responses (constraints) in step 5.1, along with other
responses which are extracted from FEA output file.
5.3 Create reliability analysis job as explained in section 3. The context node used to
define random variables should be same as the one used to define design variables in step
5.1. The limit-state is defined using the same context node that was used to define the
responses in step 5.1
5.4 Step 5.3 ends with creating a reliability (AURORA) job
5.5 Once, design variables, responses, FEA task, and reliability job are defined, NA job
can be setup
5.6 To the AURORA job created in the previous step, append the FEA task created in
step 5.1
5.7 Create a service job array and append AURORA job into it
5.8 Create a response variable array and append responses coming from FEA task and
AURORA job
5.9 Create a NA context
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5.10 Append response variable array (created in step 5.8), service job array (created in
step 5.7), and design variables (created in step 5.1) to NA context
5.11 Create service signature for NA provider, NA task, and service job to execute NA
job
5.12 Exert NS job, and upon completion check the gradient values
5.13 Create a design optimization job
5.14 Append the FEA task to response variable array (created in step5.8), as response
exertion
responseVariableArray[0].setResponseExertion(FEA task)
5.15 Append the NA job to response variable array as a gradient job
responseVariableArray[0].setGradientJob(NA job)
5.16 Repeat 5.14 and 5.15 for all responses
5.17 Set objective function, constraints, design variables and configuration file for
optimization (same as 4.2 to 4.6)
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